
the Gine associated EQ the Q~e~tQ~ 
)a are considered. Sufficient conditions for X, to have 

times that serve as oecupatkx~ time densities are iven. In the case where v(x,dh)= 
e stable-like case, these conditions reduce to: i f a(x) > 1 and au(x) Dini continuous. 

pure jump Marlcw processes * sEable4ike processes 
stable processes + purely iscswtinuaus martin 

hxal times * occupation times 
pseudodifferential operators 
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NOW suppose that X, is a pure jump arkov process on the line that is not 

necessarily a Levy process. The purpose of this paper is to give sufficient conditions 
for X, to have a local time that is an occupation time density. 

Perhaps the simplesa interesting examples to consider are what we call stable-hke 
processesI Roughly (see Section 2 for a precise definition), a stable-like 
one with generator 

I 
and Levy measure 

(1.3) 

where 4 : R -) (0,2) is a given function. Such a process may be thought of as one 
that at the point x behaves like the symme%ic stable process of index a(x), but the 
index (Y(X) varies from point to point. 

For such a process to have a local time, we would expect that we must require 

I< inf (r(x) S sup a(x) C 2. 
X X (1.5) 

It turns out this condition is not sufficient, however, and we must require a certain 
amount of continuity for er. In fact, in [ 11 an example of a stable-like process 
satisfying (1.5) was constructed where the process spent positive time in a set of 

ue measure 0 and thus could not possibly have an occupation time density. 
the Malliavin calculus 
question, what is the 

n this paper we show, usin t much simpler than that 



There is an interesti o 
opmtor A is i!-Exmcia 

(u) + lower order terms, 

where Q is homogeneous of order m: g@30) = b@@@(u). Our stable-like processes 
correspond to operators of varia Ee order: a@, 84) = 1~1~~~); nd our results can b 
interpreted as saying that an operator ve dosety related to (A -A)” is a bounded 
operator from L’ to C. So f= as we operators of variable order have been 
very little studied, and few techniques have been developed with which to approach 
them. 

Indeed, we believe this paper to be mong the first to treat processes with 
generators A given by (1.6) without requiring considerable regularity of Y. In a 

21, we build upon the estimates of Section 3 to prove uniqueness 
problem for A in (1.6). 

In the next section we state the precise results for stable-like processes. 
work takes place in Sections 3 and 4: in Section 3 we use some elementa 
analysis to obtain some estimates on A,. In Section 4 we use these to show the 
expected occ=upation tim zs a density. Once we have this density, the remainder 
of the taslc of constructi ocaE times is routine. In Section 5 we show that local 
times exist and t these iscal times are continuous in f. We also ma 

tive funetionats. Finally, we treat the eneral pure jum 

uriet transform of $ by / and the Lebes ue measure of A by 
enotes a constant whose value is unimg ant and which may 

We now proceed to the statement of our maiq the 
processes (see Section 6 for the 
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Now suppose that x0 
measure P such that 

(i) P(& = X0), 
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is fixed and that there is one and only one probability 

and 

Let 

(ii) f(X,) -J(X,) --Ii Af( Xs) ds is a P-local martingale 
for alIfE C*. 

P(S) = sup I~w--Ly(Y~I, 
IX-+-S 

g = itf a(x) and 6 = sup (u(x). 
x 

(2.1) 

ne of the main results of this paper is 

(ii) P(E)=o(ln(l/E)-l)asE+O, and 
(iii) 1: ( p(x)/x) dx c 00, 

then (X,, P) has an occupation time density. 

2.1. In the presence of (iii), condition (ii) is a very weak one. If one wanted, 
one could replace both conditions (ii) and (iii) by the single condition 

I ’ P(x) 
TTjzG-)dxe*- 

OX 
(2.2) 

As will be seen from the proof of Theorem 2.1, (2.2) is the condition that enters 
And if (2.2) holds, ~,hen there is a sequence E, 10 such that 

ich is all that is needed in the analysis of JF. 

ment (cf. Section !I), it would su ce for the conditions 

xists a !+unction it with p as a 

] ‘v”::: show that (ii) and (iii) to 
a unique solution. Hence it is s 



Hence 3,(u) = (A -I- a9-B. Let $2 be an even mmn * function with %U 
in [-$,f] and with j fine p&c) = E%&x/G~. 
j ra(x-y9tp~(y9 dy. Then, 
remain fixed throu out the paper and any constants 
on the choice of 9. 

We first prove 

(i) r:(x) s C, and 
(ii) Itz(x9 - r:(y) 

where C depmds only on g. 

f. Since (PC is trivially in the Schwartz class 9, then so is 6,. We see that r,, 
by Fubini and ?a E L’ by inspection. Hence ra * Q, E L’ (* denotes convolution) and 
ip&. E L’; we may thus apply the Fourier inversion formula to get 

en 

and (i) follows. 

Then 

du, 

and (ii) follows. D 

(3.1) 
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contained in the interior of I,-,, and iI, 1 b 2/ Ii. Lei g be a C” function such that 
1 I s g -=i 1 !,. Let 

h,(x) = Gy,(x -YMY) dY* 

An immediate consequence of Proposition 3.1 is that 

W) 

(i) IMdI s ~ilgii6.~, and 
(3 iMd - M4 s ~ilsll~~i~ -ul”m (3.3) 

Note that, since qpG E C”, so is ri for each cy, and hence h, E C’? 
We now want to study 

I 

X+F 
JtH = - Aacxt C&X -yMy) dy. (3.4) 

x--o 

reposition 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, J,(x) + g(x) uniformly in x as 
&+o. 

oaf. We may suppose e 6 i. For the moment suppose 1 c g s q , a2. Recalling 
port in [ =.. 1, I], we see that if lzla 2, then 

~F(Z+hb-%(t) dh< cli$$-i~~, 
ihi - (lzl- l)‘+aa’ 

Since A,,, r&(z) = rtx2 A,, cpt (z), it follows that A,, r&~ L’. Since 4 is in the Schwartz 
then (A,, r&jA is also in L’. (Recall that A,,(u) = --+(a~, where A,, denotes 
urier transform of the operator A,, .) We may then apply the Fourier inversion 

J?(x) = (2n)-’ e =+8(X--~) 
(3.5) 

A c=han f variabl ives us 



By the Fourier inversion formula, the first term on the last fine of (3.6) is tqua!l 
to j!_l ~(y)g(x+ey)dy~ which con 
with compact support and Q has su 
term on the last line of (3.6) cony 

I 
~~~(~~~~ 4-4 as 6 --b 0 ~~~f~~~~ in x and JP. (3.7) 

Finally, by Hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2.1 s 

1 !&(x, y* u) - ~U/E[ffPX~-a~X+‘P~~ -, 0 

and 

I ludsl d%kd%+Fp) -1g4 

as 8 +O, uniformly for lu; E [e “*, E-‘1. This, Gth the fact that I$( tc)i is inte 
(X8), and (3.9) proves (3.7). Cl 

Now let 

Clearly, 

where 

So we need to study M(x, y). 
o do this, we define for E E ( 

T,(u) = e-“‘&et) dt 

il,(ur) = 

(3.a‘q! 
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and 

sin ux 
M,(jP) =-y--• (3.14) 

(i) rP(u) = -H, * PP:L~~(ll); 

(ii) I&(u)1 S C(lul A I), C independent of e, 

(iii) (AC(u)1 s C(u2 II I), C hodependent of 8; and 

(iv) for each E, IIYp(u)l G C,( 1 h lul-“>. 

Proof. The f,onvolution in (i) is well-defined since N, E L2. Fix U. Let g, be C” 
functions with support in [-2u, 2~3 and range in [0, I]; let G, be their inverse 
Fourier transforms. Then 

(2$’ 
I 

e%,(t)&tI dt = G, * P,(U = 
I 

G&k(l -y) dy 

and 

G,b')Q,(l -y) dy, 

G,(y) = (2~)~’ 
I 

eDip’gn( t) dt. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

converges boundedly and pointwise to lI-u,,l( t) as n + QR The 
left side of (3.15) converges to (2~)~’ I!,, e-“‘4(&t) dt = ?r-‘rJta) by dominated 

race. And since all the g,, have support in [-2u, 2~1, and are uniformly 
G,,(y) + (2~)~ I!, e”“” dt boundedly and pointwise. Direct evaluation 

shows that this last inte ral is -6”’ W,(y). So takin the limit in (3.15) as n=+ 
and r~c~ll~n~ the support of Q~ is [-s/2, e/2], we get 

(3.17) 



From (3.17), we see 

. 

1 -.yp= s/z 

which proves (iii). 
Finally, for fixed 8 6 f , 

and so 

Recall the definition of A4 in (3.1 I). We now can prove the followin 

( 1 +B(lx-Yl) 
twi- c ) 

f. As in the proof of 

where .z = x - y. Since 

4 is ed, it s St 
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BJX, y) = (2+-’ I e-“Ltlu)Y~(&u) 891, 

z = x --y, y = a(x) -a(y), and Izi 2 E. By a change of variables, 

I 

00 
B&X, y) = V-llzI-(‘+y) e-‘“u y( Eii) du, 

8 
(3.19) 

where C = E/ I zl s 1. We bound (3.19) by integrating by parts twice (look at the real 
and imaginary parts separately): 

I 

M 
e-iuuyt$(EIu) du =&(u)uy]~- y&(u)uy-‘1,” 

V 

MY-0 &(u)u~-~ du. (3.20) 

Recalling that 171 s 6 s f and using Proposition 3.3, 

e-“‘~‘~(4%) du 1 cly(y-I), ~;(n;(u)(uy-‘ducCy. 

Hence 

The proof of (3.18) and thus of the proposition is completed by realizing that 
ypothesis (ii) of The m 2.1 implies that lzly is bounded independently of x and 

y, provided x, y E lo. 

on we assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold. By 
corem 2.1, we see that 

lim sup sup r M(x, y) dx = 0. 
I MlQ ?’ 4 4) 

so S = rnir$a, (p. - 1 ), and suppose I0 is an open interval satisfying l&J s 6, 

PII s 4 and sup.v I,<, x, y) dx s i. Let T = inf(k X, L fO}, and define a measure 

T 

(A)=E 
I 

(4.1 r 
0 

nding only on /i?. 
“” 



poop, ithout loss of genera ity, assume sle, = 0 an 
C2 function with bounded first and second derivatives such that fcx) = A? if 1x1 TZ 9i 
and f(x) a 4 if 1x13 2. have 

For h 3 1, the integrand is bounded above by fl~p?rh-“+@‘~ which is int 
on [ 1, a). For h s 1, the integ is bounded by 
is integrable on [O, 13. Hence is bounded above. Then 

q2P( Tq s r) s ES(XT+) - X*)=E AseX,) ds 

We also have the following result. 

Proposition 4.2. ET s C < m, where C tkpmds only on g and 6. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume X, =z 0 and I0 G [ - 1, 11. 

Suppose z 3 4, and let g be a C2 function with range [0, l] such that g(x) = Q if 
1x1~ z/2+ 1, g(x) = 1 if Ixl> z, and (Ig”IIL=a 4. For x 

: 1 

CZ”” E(T A t). 

(4.2) by (1-k 6)~” and integratin from 4 to 06, we the1 

Next letfbe a convex C2 function 2 0 such thatf( x) = x2 for 1x1 
for 1x13 3. 

f(y+Wf(y--W-VW< ~Ilf’ll~~h 
h I+a(yl - /,p ’ 

which is integrable on [ 1, a]. 
We then conclud Af (::) is bounded for v E 
ce $ is convex, i 
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Approximating f from below by bounded C* functions which have uniformly 
bounded first and second derivatives and which equal f on 1x1 G 2, it is easy to see 
that 

I 
TAI 

T&-f(O) = f? Af(X,)ds~CE(Tnt). 
0 

44.4) 

Since Ef(XTn,) s C( 1 + EIXTfi.,l), we then get 

(T A t))‘/“+“‘). (4.5) 

But this implies ET A t =Z C with C independent oft. Now use monotone convergence 
to let tTW. 

.3. Suppose a(x)EC’, and let L=IIa’(lL=<W. Suppose gG~(x)G6. 
7?3en E ji*’ 1*(X5) ds G C(ts’3 A l)lA[ for all Bore1 sets A e_ IO with C depending 
only on my and 6 and independent oft and L. 

roof. Since -Ah,(x) E= &(x) + K, (x), we have from Prspositions 3.2 arsd 3.4 that 

-Ah,(x) 3 g(x) - u,(x) - Mg(x) (4.6) 

for YE &,, where u,(x)+0 uniformly as e-,0 and Mg(x)=j,,, M(x,y)g(y)dy. 
roposition 3.4 tells us that 

1s (4.7) 

Lfi( P( TV c t) -I- t’13) 

L’( F-k t”‘3). 



and Proposition 4.1, (43, ( 

I 
TAI 

E g(X,) dss C 
0 

with C, and Cz independent of t and L. Since li I s g, and 11 

(4.11) 

Since the interval I was arbitrary, the measure S( t, A) = E jiAr I JX,) ds has a 
density s,(x) with respect to Lebes ue measure that is bounded by CA1 A f’?+ 

(14-L). 
But we can use this fact to et a better estimate for the Mg term. 

Using (4.11) and also (4.8) and (4.9) in (4.10) yields 
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or since Ils, 11 L~ is finite, we have finally Ils, ]I L ws C( 1 A t”‘3), C independent of t and 

L. C’ 

The key estimate can now be proven. 

I 
T 

(9 E IA ds s CIA!, and 
0 

I 
T 

(ii) E e-““lA(X,) ds 6 CA-8i31AI. 
0 

roof. Let CY, be a sequence of C’ functions converging uniformly to QI 
such that Q s infn,, cy, (x) s sup,,, (u,(z) s 6, 11 a! III Lw is finite for each n, and 
~up,,,~~-,,~~ s ICY,,(X) - cy, (y )I s p (6). Let P, be the solution to the martingale problem 
(2.1) with a replaced by cy,,. 

There is no difficulty constructing P,: let u&, z) = 6+~~~1_I’~(~), and construct 
the stochastic differential equation 

dX: = 
I 

u,,(X:_, z)p(dz, ds), X,” =x0, (4.14) 

where ~1 is a Poisson point process with compensator dz dt (cf. 131). It is easy to 
check that such a a,, satisfies the conditions of [8, Ch. 31, so a pathwise unique 
solution to (4.14) exists. Let P,, be the probability measure induced on D[O, 00) 
by X:. 

Standard techniques (using, e.g., Proposition 4.1) show that the sequence is tight, 
and moreover it is easy to see that any subsequential limit point solves the martingale 
problem for cy. Since we are assuming uniqueness for this martingale problem, 
P” +wR 

as in Proposition 4.3. If IO = (a, b), MS = supFG, X,, and m, = inf,Gs X,, 
then since f,, +w P, 

e esti e in kropositioll 4.3 depends only on g, 6, and pI and so applies 
uniformly for all the P,,‘s. Therefore, 

I 
t 

E g(Xs) ds = ,T 
0 

Al 

4 lim sup En (4.15) 
n 
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‘To prove (ii), write 

(4.16) 

5. Local times 

With the estimates of Theorem 4.4 we can now finish the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 
Qt (0, dw ‘) be a regular conditional probability for E ( l 1 St ): 

By the arguments of [ 1, Section 41 we see that ( Xt+s, Qs) is a solution to the martingale 
problem for cr, but with starting point X,(w) instead of x0. If B = {y: there is more 
than one solution to the martingale problem for a starting at y}, it is not hard to 
see that P(X, ever hits B) = 0; consequently a.s. (Xt+s, Qs) is the unique solution 
to the martingale problem for cy starting at X,(w). We may then apply Theorem 4.4 
to (X,,,, Qs) to conclude (cf. [I]) 

We now apply, nearly verbatim, the arguments of [ 1, Section 41 to see that there 
exist local times L,(y) that are an occupation time density for X, up to time ; by 
[ 1, Section S], these L,(y) are continuous in t. By looking at (XT+,, QT), we can 
repeat the procedure (cf. [ 1, Section 61) to construct continuous L,(y), t s T2, where 
Tz = inf{ t: IX. - XT,1 3 1 lIol} and TI = T. Continue by iteration to get L,(y) for t s T,. 
Proposition 4.1 implies that there exists a y c 1 such that QT, eer s y, a.~., for all i. 
Then 

E e-72 = E emTIQr, ewT s yE e-5 < y2. 

By induction, E e-‘a s y” --, 0, hence T, + 00, hence L,(y) can be defined for all t. 
Theorem 2.1 is proved. 

We defined our processes in terms of a martingale problem, partly to accommodate 
the approximation of cy by CY, and partly to be able to use the machinery developed 
in [l]. But we could also have used the machinery of additive functionals and 
potential theory (see, e.g., [4]). Suppose that for every starting 
problem for cy has a unique solution . Consider the process 

e will show below that U(x, A) = E” IA ds hasadens 
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to Lebesgue measure that is excessive in x for every y. Qne would then let t,(y) 
be the additive functional whose potential is 9(x, y). An additional argument (that 
would use Theorem 4.4(ii)) is necessary to show L,(y) is a continuous additive 
functional. That additional argument, as well as details involving measurability, are 
left to the reader. 

ropositisn 5.1. 7?we exists a function 5(x, y ) that is excessive in x for every y such 
that U(x, A) = IA S(x, y) dy for all x and A. 

of. Let Uaf(x) = E” 10” e-*‘f( X,) ds. Let s(x, y) be a jointly measurable density 
U(x, dy). If fa 0 is bounded and continuous, Uf(x) = 1 s(x, y)$(y) dy = 

fif(X,) dt is excessive and, by 14, II. 2.31, 

It follows that for every x, cy, and /3 with Q! c /3 that 

oUas(~, y) G pU%(x, y) s s(x, y) for almost all y. 

So by Fubini we can find a null set N such that if y ti N, then 

If y E N, let S(x, y) = 0. This is trivially excessive in x+ 
Now fix YE N. Fix cy c p, and pick YE (ar, /3) such that yU’s(x, y)s s(x, y) for 

almost all x. Since X, spends 0 time in the set (x: yUYs(x, y) > s(x, y)} by Theorem 
4.4, then 

UOyUYs(x, y) = E” 
I 

* e+‘yUys(X,, y) dr 
0 

I 
cat, 

.rl e “‘s(X,, y) dt = U%(X, y). 
0 

solvent identity, 

ows that aU”s( x, y) G yU ys(x, y). We thus have that if y B N, 
creases as p + 00. Call the limit 5(x, y). 

e have for f bounded and continuous 

S( x, y)f (y) dy = “p” p&(x, y)f(y) dy = “p” j3UsUf(x) 



In this section 
and 

x)= [~~x+)O)--$C~)-f~(~)hI~-l,l~(h)l~)(~,dh) 

forfc C*. We suppose there is one and only one probability measux P for which 
Wb=xo)= 1 and f(XkK&J-jiAf( Xs) 4s is a P4ocal mwtingsle for each 
fc-CZ. 

Let 

and let 

[eiwh - I -iuht,l_,.,l,(h)]u(x, dh), (6.2) 

(ii) sup 
I 

(h’h l)v(x,dh) ; and 
x 

Define 

R(e) = SW 
I/Z -t iuic :F .P 

an 
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I. 
it 




